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Abstract

Taking the perspective of the Central and West African women blocked at the
Moroccan-Spanish border, reveals how EU policies, in exporting their anti-migrant
war to African countries, seem to have reinforced a continuum of male dominance:
by creating, along the migratory route, a succession of spaces where African women
must resist and/or succumb to multiple relations of power and domination in order
to be able to cross the securitized borders, controlled by a plurality of actors but
often all men. Breaking with binary and essentialist views that often present them as
merely passive subjects of their migration, the women interviewed disclose hidden
mechanisms and effects of the externalization of EU migration control policies on
the bodies and lives of those who fight for their freedom of movement. Based on
30-months of ethnographic research in Morocco and the Spanish enclaves of Ceuta
and Melilla, this article aims to show how EU border externalization provokes
racialized and gendered vulnerabilization of people seeking mobility and notably
reinforces gender-based violence against migrant women. There are several levels of
violence against women seeking mobility at borders, we will focus on two: violence
emanating from certain men who are part of the organization of the crossing, and
violence exerted by the States policing the border. Both of these cases illustrate the
interaction between mobility control policies and control over women’s bodies as an
effect of border externalization.

Keywords: Moroccan-Spanish border, Externalization, Migration policies, Race,
Gender, Mobility, Violence
Introduction
In 2004, in the first Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) report on the issue of the

“Sub-Saharan” migrants at the Moroccan-Spanish border, Anne-Sophie Wender of La

Cimade wrote: “The three informal camps visited are made up of a population that is

overwhelmingly male. Women remain an extremely small minority (…). Except for two

very young babies (…) we did not meet any children in the camps” (Cimade, 2004,

p.13). In June 2017, during my last field observation in the same region of Nador, near

Melilla, my conclusions were different: the number of women, especially pregnant

women, babies and children was visually striking, clearly offsetting the male presence,

but not equal to it. But the feminization of this population is not new. Much research

has been conducted on “Sub-Saharan” migration in Morocco (Alioua, 2011; Barros,
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Lahlou, Escoffier, Pumares, & Ruspini, 2002; Collyer, 2007; De Haas, 2005, 2007;

Khachani, 2008; Lahlou, 2005; Pian, 2009; Timera, 2009, among others). But most of

the researchers have presented “Sub-Saharan” men as subjects designating social gener-

ality, women are excluded “as much from description as from theorization” (Mathieu,

1985, p.139). “Minority” and “difficult to access” are often reasons given to justify the

lack of information (or interest?) regarding black women in migration in Morocco,

even if they have always been there. Yet other researchers, mainly women, were already

carrying out work on “Sub-Saharan women” in Morocco at about the same time

(AMERM, 2008; Escoffier, 2006; Freedman, 2012; Stock, 2011, 2018). Helena Maleno, a

militant known for her work on behalf of migrants’ rights, as well as the reports of

Médecins sans Frontières (2010, 2013) shed light on the situation of migrant women.

All this academic and activist work has thus contributed to the visibility, diversification

and complexity of the image of Central and West African migrant women in Morocco

and shown how gender, as a structural factor of power inequality, can both constrain

and allow mobility. However, much of the research dealing with migrant women in

Morocco has focused on the issue of trafficking in the domestic work and prostitution

sectors (ALECMA, 2016; Carrión, Kheireddine, & Zirari, 2015; Women’s Link

Worldwide, 2009), and on sexual violence (Laacher, 2010; Médecins Sans Frontières,

2010, 2013), without always integrating a gender perspective, but rather reiterating a

particular vision, generating the predominant figure of the migrant-woman-victim with

no agency, found in the political-media discourse. Pointing to complex links between

certain migrations and the practice of prostitution, researchers have already warned

against a reductive vision of trafficking and smuggling. Crossed by political and ideo-

logical issues, these categorizations are not always able to account for lived experiences

(Andrijasevic, 2007; Darley, 2006; Guillemaut, 2008; Jakšić, 2008; Sanchez, 2016).

Taking into account the contributions and shortcomings of previous work, an ethno-

graphic and feminist approach seemed to be necessary to break with the binary and

dominant discourses on the migratory experiences of Central and West African women

at the Moroccan-Spanish border and to repoliticize and complexify the analysis of the

violence they deal with. The focus on fence jumpers only allows us to apprehend the

most obvious aspects of the repression of African mobility towards Europe and notably

invisibilizes the experiences and resistances of women migrants, full-fledged actresses

at the border, despite their numerical minority. In 2017, women represented 7,3% of

the arrivals by sea in Spain, 1634 women including 161 pregnant women (APDHA,

2018). But these figures do not tell us about the number of women that could not cross

the border and who are still blocked on the Moroccan side. Taking a sociological ap-

proach, the lens of the imbrication of social relations, notably relations of gender, race

and class (Combahee River Collective, 2014; Crenshaw, 1991; Kergoat, 2009), is particu-

larly enlightening for analysing the experience of the border of black women seeking

mobility. The migrant condition is also included in the mutual coproduction of rela-

tions of power and domination. Jane Freedman writes in 2004 that asylum policies have

a particular effect on women, often worsening their dependency and vulnerability

(Freedman, 2004). Since 2012, she has highlighted the gendered character of insecurity

as it is experienced by people in exile who try to reach Europe which is increasingly re-

inforcing its border security (Freedman, 2016). In that sense, this article wants to show

the interaction between mobility control policies and controls over racialized women’s
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bodies, as an effect of border externalization. The “vulnerability of women” is not a

natural characteristic of these women but is the result of the different mechanisms of

oppression and dispossession in which they are caught (Butler, 2016), anchored in

specific historical, social and geo-political contexts. Thus, the identification of the

vulnerability allows us to denounce the political and societal situation of women, in this

case the situation of black African women blocked at the borders of Europe.

Conducted in Morocco and in the Spanish enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla, the re-

search on which this article is based, seeks to reincorporate gender1 interlinked to race2

in the analysis of the securitization of this Euro-African border and its consequences

on people seeking mobility. In line with “a sociology of passage and of the border, that

explores what takes place in these buffer zones” (free translation of Pian, 2009, p.205),

and inspired by the work of feminist researchers on migration (Cossée, Miranda, Ouali,

& Djaouida, 2012; among many others), this article wants to study the link between

border security and gender-based violence, following studies anchored in other border

contexts, mainly in the Americas (Basham & Vaughan-Williams, 2013; Cortés, 2018;

Falcón, 2006, among others). Looking at the experiences of women gives us a better

understanding of the interweaved systems of border control, and of the deep conse-

quences of the EU’s border externalization policies on migrants in Africa. This article

aims to show how this externalization provokes racialized and gendered vulnerabiliza-

tion of people seeking mobility and notably reinforces sexual violence against black

migrant women.

The first part of the article gives a brief understanding of the Moroccan-Spanish

border, showing the context in which the research took place and the main stake-

holders involved. The second and third parts focus on two levels of violence against

black African migrant women: violence emanating from certain men who are part of

the organization of the crossing, analysed through the experiences of women in the

camps situated in the forest on the Moroccan side; and violence exerted by States,

examining the political instrumentalization of the presence of those women at the

borders.
Methodological note

The fieldwork for this article was carried out in Morocco and in the Spanish enclaves

of Ceuta and Melilla, in the context of a PhD in Sociology. I spent 30 months in the

field between 2015 and 2017, living continuously there. This enabled me to gain privi-

leged access for multi-situated research, and to follow, for several years, the (im)mobil-

ity of a number of candidates for Europe, within the continuity and changes of the

migration policies surrounding the Moroccan-Spanish border. I lived in Rabat, a city

where many candidates for Europe are based, and I made regular visits and periods of

ethnographic observation, within and outside the framework of NGO missions, notably

to the border cities of Tangier, Ceuta, Nador, Melilla, but also to cities connected to the

border such as Oujda (city of entry to Morocco at the Algerian border), Fès or Meknès,

where there are also migrants attempting to cross into the North. I used participant ob-

servation through positions I held in several NGOs in Morocco working with migrants

from Central and West Africa – or rather observant participation (Malinowski, 1922)

because of the full-time jobs that led me to have an active, professionalized and militant
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involvement (Makaremi, 2008). This intense participation could sometimes temporarily

eclipse the researcher’s lucidity and intellectual availability (Soulé, 2007, p.134). As

Blondeau (2002) points out, the daily life of the participant sometimes takes over,

preventing her/him from behaving like a “real researcher”, having time to write down

information, discuss, and step back from her/his object. Being integrated within

Morocco-based NGO helped me to get access to the border area on the Moroccan side

that is highly monitored by the authorities. I conducted a large number of interviews

(formal and informal) with the plurality of actors/actresses gravitating (directly or

indirectly) around the border: migrant women and men (about 80) mostly from Central

and West Africa, but also a few from Morocco, Syria and Palestine; NGOs staff/activists

based in Morocco and Ceuta and Melilla (about 60), staff of governmental and inter-

national organizations (30) including staff of European international cooperation

agencies in Morocco, members of Moroccan, Spanish and European institutions,

Spanish police and military personnel. The data used for this article are mainly the ones

collected during fieldwork in Nador, as well as interviews and conversations in other

cities alongside people who spent time at the border. If the collection of information at

the border is a difficult exercise due to the increased surveillance in this area by the

Moroccan and Spanish authorities,3 the distress of people seeking mobility and the vio-

lence of the context were also a central elements in the difficulty of the investigation.

On many occasions, the researcher’s cap had to be left aside for the activist’s cap. For

ethical reasons, I have decided not to disclose some of the information collected in the

field in this article, even if it is relevant to the subject and would allow more detail to

be given, as it would reveal some of the tools of resistance of subaltern people fighting

for their freedom of movement.
The Moroccan-Spanish border and its (un)desirables
The Spanish enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla, conquered in 1492 and 1497, are remnants

of the Spanish colonial empire and are historically linked to the Christian Reconquista

movement of the Iberian Peninsula. After centuries of multiple colonizations and

despite the independence of Morocco in 1956, the enclaves remained Spanish. While

the Cherifian Kingdom officially continues to claim its sovereignty over “Sebta” and

“Mliliya”, it can be observed that this claim is fading as it helps Spain and the EU in

the fight against illegal immigration to Europe. Today, the two enclaves materialize the

only land borders between Africa and Europe. Therefore, they are an important point

of focus for migration policies aiming to reduce migrations towards Europe.
The military-security management of the Euro-African border since the 1990s

In the European context migration issues have been entirely engulfed by the prism of

security (Bigo, 2008). To ensure the securitization of European territory, the policies of

the EU and its Member States have focused on preventing the arrival of irregular

migrants. On the one hand, legislation on the conditions of entry and residence in

European territory, as well as physical border control measures, have been strength-

ened. On the other hand, some border control missions have been delegated to the

external agency Frontex in charge of the coordination of border surveillance and to

so-called third countries (of origin of immigration or transit) to prevent the departure
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of irregularised mobilities to Europe. This is part of a more global process of outsour-

cing migration policies (Migreurop, 2009, 2012, 2017). Following Spain’s integration

into the Schengen Area in 1995, Ceuta and Melilla became an “external border” of the

EU. Subject to irregular crossings, corresponding notably to the introduction of a

general policy that made visas a requirement, and therefore to increasing difficulties for

people from the ex-colonies wanting to reach Europe legally, this area became of great

concern to Spain and its European counterparts. To remedy this, the Spanish author-

ities have sought to improve the impermeability of these border areas by erecting ever

higher fences around the two cities, while increasing the number of control and surveil-

lance measures. At the same time, Morocco has been encouraged to take on EU border

guard tasks. It actively collaborates – between constraints and opportunities (El Qadim,

2010) – in the fight against so-called illegal immigration, in particular by mobilising its

police/military personnel and building barriers to reinforce existing Spanish fences. The

securing of this external border of the EU therefore requires, on both sides, the use of

military and security means and devices (Tyszler, 2015).

In 2005, at least 11 Central and West African men were shot dead and hundreds

wounded by soldiers when attempting to cross the Ceuta and Melilla fences (AFVIC/

Cimade, 2005; GADEM, 2007; Migreurop, 2007). More than a decade later, and despite

the launch of a new Moroccan migration policy in 2013, which King Mohammed VI

declared more “humane” and including notably exceptional regularization operations

(Alioua, Ferrié, & Reifeld, 2017), those named “Sub-Saharan” migrants still see their

rights violated and suffer violence on the Moroccan-Spanish border area and more

widely in the North of the country (AMDH Nador, 2015; Fronteras, 2017; Tyszler,

2015; GADEM, 2018; Human Rights Watch, 2014). On the other side, the legalization,

through an amendment to the Spanish Aliens Act, of the “hot returns” to Morocco that

have been practiced for years at the Ceuta and Melilla barriers by the Guardia Civil in

collaboration with the Moroccan forces – still reckoned illegal with reference to inter-

national and European law4 –, as well as the establishment of asylum offices at the en-

claves’ borders in 2015, have not produced any positive change in the treatment of

“Sub-Saharan” people in these regions. The Spanish and Moroccan military, seem to

benefit from a wide margin of manoeuvre, even a certain impunity according to some

analyses (Artigas, Ortega, & Serra, 2016; Tyszler, 2015), in their practical application

of border protection policies. This is particularly the case when it comes to the

control of black migration. Various studies of the security-military management of

migration at this Euro-African border have been conducted: mainly from (geo)political

and legal approaches (Acosta-Sanchez, 2014; Ferrer-Gallardo, 2008; Gabrielli, 2015;

Moffette, 2018; Saddiki, 2010), and socio-anthropological ones alongside “Sub-Saharan”

migrants (Andersson, 2014; Kobelinsky, 2017; Pian, 2008a). However, the racialized and

gendered impacts of the security-military management of the border have been

underexplored.
Racialization processes at the border

“Sub-Saharan” migrants are not the only foreign people trying to cross the

Moroccan-Spanish border. In 2015 for instance, the Guardia civil in Melilla gave us (in

the context of an inter-NGO observation mission) data showing three main groups of
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people who had arrived “irregularly” in Melilla: Syrian and Algerian nationals all arrived

by the border crossing point, and “Sub-Saharans” arrived either through the barriers, by

sea or hidden in cars (Tyszler, 2015, p.23). The majority of black people trying to cross

the Moroccan-Spanish border come from ex-colonized countries in Central and West

Africa. In Morocco and the Spanish enclaves, their migratory movements are differenti-

ated from the mobility of other populations, notably by the degree of political repres-

sion against them – as illustrated by the many cases of violence, sometimes lethal5 –

and the mediatisation around them. At the border, racialization processes shape the

possibilities and modalities of crossing: during the field research, I observed that if

people from Algeria or Syria can enter Melilla through the border crossing, it is impos-

sible for a black person to do the same. Hence the establishment of the latter in camps

in the forest and also the attempts to cross barriers or pass by boat, despite the risk of

exposure to violent repression at the barriers and even the danger of death at the bar-

riers or at sea. Exiled people from Syria or Algeria can (with more or less ease) use the

same roads as Moroccans in the region who have a daily right of entry into the en-

claves. Skin colour is thus a factor facilitating or blocking access to the border crossings

of Ceuta and Melilla (AMDH Nador, 2015; Tyszler, 2015; Tyszler, 2018a), as a member

of the Spanish Guardia Civil of Melilla clearly indicated in 2015 when interviewed:

“There are entry routes used by Sub-Saharans: jumping the barrier, boats at sea, hiding

in vehicles. Unlike Syrians who pass through the border control post, usually with falsi-

fied or stolen passports. Here, yes, there are Whites and Blacks, Sub-Saharans cannot

come walking”. This statement was confirmed by all the black migrants interviewed in

Nador when asked if they had already tried to access the asylum office set up at the en-

trance to the Melilla enclave in April 2015: “Which asylum office? An asylum office in

Beni-Ansar? But that’s impossible, we can’t get close to the border! This is for the Syr-

ians!” replied a young Guinean national. “The asylum office is a racist system. If you are

black and go near the border, you will be hit, you can’t get there”, explained a Nigerian

man.

The differentiation also comes from descriptions in racialized and gendered terms,

shaping a certain visibility, perpetuated through a range of mechanisms emanating

from States, NGOs, civil society, journalists, researchers. Black Africans at the border

are systematically labelled as “economic migrants” and criminalized by the authorities

(national police and Guardia Civil) interviewed in Ceuta and Melilla but also in govern-

ment officials’ declarations picked up in the Spanish and Moroccan press. The reasons

behind their migration are however very varied and can sometimes fall under asylum

law. In 2015, according to the Spanish HCR, 70% of people attempting to cross the

Ceuta and Melilla barriers were potential asylum seekers.6 In June of the same year,

Spain was denounced before the United Nations for violation of the right to

non-discrimination. The complaint of the Comité René Cassin, an NGO of independ-

ent jurists, basically contrasts the relevant reception of Syrian asylum-seekers with the

impossibility of access to the asylum offices of Ceuta and Melilla for “Sub-Saharan

Africans”, pointing to racial discrimination against the latter. The data I collected

during my fieldwork goes in the same direction, in 2015 only Syrians (and a few

Palestinians) could access the border asylum office of Melilla, not without some

difficulties (see Tyszler, 2015, p.16). While not a single asylum application has been

submitted by a national from Central or West Africa (Tyszler, 2015, pp.49-50). The
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representative of the Secretary General of the Council of Europe for Migration and

Refugees reached the same conclusion after his visit to Melilla in September 2018.

The observations and interviews conducted in the field all converge towards the

same analysis: at the border, black people are particularly tracked down, prevented

from crossing the border, and subject to particular violence from Moroccan and

Spanish soldiers when compared with other populations attempting to enter Span-

ish territory such as Syrian or Algerian nationals or Moroccan emigrants.7
Between forest and fences: the dehumanization of black Africans at the border

In the Nador area, close to the Melilla enclave, migrant people and activists interviewed

spoke about a “black man hunt”: “In Nador you only have to be black to be arrested,

Nador is a forbidden city for Sub-Saharan migrants.” denounced a Moroccan human

rights activist living in the border city in 2017. “They take wood and they beat you.

They beat everybody, even the kids. They treat us like animals. One day they will end

up killing us.”, “OK, they can arrest us, we understand it is their job, but why do they

torture us like that, it is not normal.” Declared, in a collective interview, young

Cameroonian and Guinean men repressed and forcibly displaced from the fence of

Ceuta to Casablanca by Moroccan forces in 2017. The military-security stalking of

black African migrants documented by numerous NGO reports (AMDH Nador, 2015;

Amnesty International, 2018; Tyszler, 2015; GADEM, 2018, among others) and

observed in situ during my fieldwork in the border regions of the North of Morocco,

explains the reason for the encampment of a great number of them in forests, in

self-built camps, since they are forced to hide while waiting to cross the border. The

camps’ organisation varies. However, people are often grouped by nationality and

according to the mode of border crossing contemplated. No access to drinking water,

no access to hygiene facilities, no supply points, deplored migrants interviewed there.

Harassment takes place through repeated collective arrests, usually in the middle of the

night, but also through the regular destruction of camps by fire. Theft of their property,

including telephones, money in the camps, and more recently when migrants leave

money transfer agencies, are also common practices. In addition, humanitarian aid at

camps level is regularly prevented or destroyed by the military. Local NGOs also de-

nounce frequent arrests of migrants on their way to hospital. As the years of repression

and the increasing securitization of the border have progressed, the camps have moved

further and further away from the cities and the border to escape the raids and camp

destruction operations carried out by Moroccan soldiers. Some others migrants live in

abandoned buildings or small houses in bad conditions they rent from locals, but ar-

rests also take place there. The tracking policy organized at the border leads to the con-

clusion that there is a form of radical othering of the black people intending to migrate

to Europe, and highlights the racialized character of their vulnerability and insecurity at

the border. While all Black-African migrants constitute the most undesirable group

that must be prevented from crossing the border, their lived experience there have also

proven to be gendered. Between invisibility and selective visibility (Morokvasic, 2011),

women with a variety of backgrounds and life stories, are present and play active roles

at the Moroccan-Spanish border. Their narratives shed light on the interlink between

control of mobility and that of the bodies of women (Tyszler, 2018b).
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Hindered migration and female resistance
The women encountered at the border during the fieldwork were mainly Senegalese,

Ivorian, Guinean, Cameroonian, Congolese and Malian nationals. Between the ages of 19

and 26, the reasons for leaving their country of origin were varied and sometimes cumula-

tive. Some of them had studied, sometimes in higher education, others had not been able

to go to school at all because they come from very modest families and have therefore

had to work very young. The plurality of situations and backgrounds makes it difficult to

typify the profiles of these women, because they are so varied. Many of the women inter-

viewed in the region of Nador, near the enclave of Melilla, said they had left their children

in their home country, entrusted to relatives. They hoped to reach Europe in order to be

able to offer them better living conditions, a good school, above all. Some were the eldest

of their siblings and their mission was to help those who had remained in their home

country in difficult conditions. Some women reported fleeing gender-based violence: a

violent husband, a man who left them when they became pregnant out of wedlock, or a

family who wanted to punish them for it. Female genital mutilation or forced marriage

were also mentioned during the research. The political situation in their countries of

origin, all ex-colonized countries, caused others to flee. In general, very few knew of their

right to seek asylum. Finally, I met some women who were trying to cross the border who

had come to Morocco in search of student and professional opportunities. Some women

were also a mixture of several of the profiles described, in the sense that several reasons

simultaneously motivated their departure. The routes differed between those that had

come by road from their country of origin, crossing several countries (and deserts) and

finally entered Morocco through Algeria or Mauritania; and those who had arrived by

plane in Casablanca. Those who came by road almost all suffered sexual violence (from

civilians or soldiers) on the way, especially at the borders.

Does the border-space generate a shift, a reorganisation of social relations? On the

contrary, the analysis of life/survival in the forest and of the methods used to cross the

border suggests that the gendered and sexual orders resist change, and that border

securitization strengthens a continuum of gender-based violence against Black African

women seeking mobility.
Sexual division of life and work in the camps: appropriation and control of mobility-

seeking bodies

“To survive in the forest you have to be a strong man” said a lot of the men. The organ-

isation of the forest camps – where people wait to cross by sea – is generally patri-

archal. Authority is always in the hands of certain men (also from Central and West

Africa): the chairmen8 (Collyer, 2007; Pian, 2008b). They set the rules and the hierarch-

ical order that have to be followed. The spatial organisation of the camps also suggests

social control: the shelters where women sleep are often positioned close to the chair-

man’s tent. Even though they are considered “too vulnerable” or “too weak” to bear life

in the forest – according to male discourses – their presence is still desirable or even

useful to the men in the camps: “At least they can go down to town to beg and bring

back food because they don’t get arrested. Us men get tracked down” migrant men

explained me in the Nador forest in 2015. Some women recounted that they had been

warned, in a more or less vague way, about what could await them in the forest:
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“I had a friend, every time, he was telling me: “I don’t want you to go there”. He

explained me stuff, but he did not tell me everything. As I really wanted to leave, he

brought me to Nador, but he was always telling me: “when you will be there, do this,

do that, don’t talk too much to men, don’t pay too much attention to them”, that’s it.

So I was kind of prepared when I left, I followed his advice.” a young Ivorian woman

explained to me.

In the camps, some women use sex work as a resource to survive in the forest and to

reach their goal of going to Europe. Other women engage sexual relations in order to

obtain protection from a man against other men (that may abuse them) and/or to gain

access to basic resources from him to survive during their time in the forest. Others

are prevented from attempting to cross the border if they do not give in to the chair-

man’s sexual blackmail, their sea crossing depending on him. A young Senegalese

woman I met in a camp in Nador in 2017 explains:

“Sometimes even if you’ve got money it won’t help you at all. Because all the

chairmen you see there they want the girls. Especially the new ones who’ve just

arrived. Every time you give your money but you don’t get to go. Why? Because the

chairman’s interested in you. So he’s going to leave you there. Either you do what he

wants, and then he takes you, or you don’t want to and you stay there. That’s it.”

The explanation given by this woman informs us about male control over female

attempts to cross the border. In the forest, being a woman means depending on the will

of men who are in control of the border crossing circuit, of which the chairman is but

one link in the chain. Some women will therefore see their waiting period in the forest

extended and therefore risk further sexual blackmail, sexual violence or rape, from

soldiers or Moroccan civilians occasionally entering the camp, or from migrant men:

“When I was in the forest, I didn’t sleep at night, I was too scared that a man would come

into my bunker [name given to the shelters]. So I used to stay up all night, I found it safer

to sleep during the day. I did that for three months,” explained me the young woman.

In this context, some women will give up on the idea of crossing, while others will

persevere. The plurality of situations makes it difficult to talk in general terms. How-

ever, these power relations can be understood within the sexual-economic exchange

system in which sexuality is seen as a service provided by women in exchange for com-

pensation by men. Through this model, Tabet (2004) deconstructs the notion of the

prostitute as an ideological figure, by showing that almost any woman can be placed

within this system – that she calls “continuum” – in which sexuality is seen as a cur-

rency between two partners. In the same way, Pheterson (2001) questions the stereo-

type of the prostitute, by analysing the “whore stigma” as something that is not limited

to a definition of prostitution as a transaction in which sexual services are exchanged

for money, but also as a tool for the social and political control of women in general.

However, Tabet and Pheterson also show that sex work can constitute a way for women

to assert themselves as subjects and be in possession of their own labour. Pian (2010)

also shows this with the example of Senegalese women living in Morocco, who without

being part of human trafficking networks, offer sexual services and exchanges as a

means to ensure their economic survival in the context of hindered migration.
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“Women are actively producing and reproducing their gender roles and identities in

order to increase access to social and physical mobility, often by incorporating their

children into the process” analyses Stock (2011, p.17) based on her field research on

African migrant mothers in Rabat.

The social relations between migrant men and women in the forest are plural and

complex. Situations vary from one camp to the next and one group to the next. Some

stories speak of fraternal relationships of solidarity between women and men. Some

men do not fit into the frames of domination described above, and some chairmen are

appreciated, considered trustworthy and supportive. It is thus necessary to make nu-

anced analyses. However, it appears that the deadlock situation and security-military

management of the border obviously reinforces a vulnerable femininity of women and

a virile masculinity of men. Faced with violent repression from Moroccan and Spanish

soldiers, particularly around the fences, migrant men seem to take refuge in a

self-production of oneself as a “brave soldier” risking his life on the frontline (Tyszler,

2018a). The border context creates the control over women’s bodies within the crossing

organization.
(Un)desirable women: gender logics at the border

As previously mentioned, to cross through to Spain, three main methods are used by

people who come from Central and West Africa: crossing the Melilla and Ceuta fences,

entering through a border checkpoint while hidden in a vehicle, and crossing by sea.9

“Crossing the barriers is for men” according to most migrating people I met. At the

border, women generally have to cross through the sea,10 on zodiac boats that charge

for the crossing. To increase chances of a successful sea crossing, pregnancy is a com-

mon strategy (Kastner, 2010; Stock, 2011). This is the result of observations made by

migrant people who analysed that Spanish rescue authorities were more likely to inter-

vene if they knew pregnant women (or women with children) were on board, a shared

view amongst all the people I interviewed. “When we’re in the water and we call Salva-

mento [sea rescue organisation], they always ask if there are pregnant women or chil-

dren. If there aren’t any they might delay their intervention. When Salvamento comes,

people are then taken to the Spanish side”, explains a young Senegalese woman who

twice experienced unsuccessful crossings. Therefore, some women try to get pregnant

or are “encouraged” (in a more or less coerced way) to do so in order to increase their

chances of accessing a Zodiac boat. Their presence is therefore profitable to men.

According to Sanchez (2016, p.1) and her findings on the Mexico-US border, “While

frequently overlooked within the mainstream rhetoric of smuggling dominated by

male-centred narratives of exploitation, victimisation and violence, women play funda-

mental roles in the facilitation of irregular migration.” She argues that “the facilitation

of irregular migration constitutes for its participants a valid, legitimate form of labour.

Smuggling actors are neither predators nor victimisers, but rather ordinary people

experiencing the tensions abundant in the precarity of contemporary, neoliberal life.”

At the Moroccan-Spanish border, if women can negotiate their passage strategically

re-appropriating their pregnant body, it seems that the non-pregnant women’s bodies

are more controlled. The day of possible crossing, female menstruation is forbidden:

“That’s catastrophic, that’s why if you’re on your period no one must know. They say
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that when a girl is on her period she can’t go out on the sea otherwise the sharks will come”,

“If the chairman finds out he won’t put you in the convoy” explained multiple women I

met at the border. This prohibition forces them to adopt strategies to avoid menstru-

ation: “We swallowed a whole bunch of stuff over there! All the girls did really. We used

to take two, four [contraceptive] tablets a day. Some girls even swallowed whole packets,

it’s dangerous! But it’s to travel! To travel people are capable of anything!”

Those narratives help us understand that women face even more constraints than men,

even within their own bodies, which they have to control at all costs or lend to male strat-

egizing in order to hope to cross. Also, the women that have given birth at the border in

Morocco, will often have to wait for at least a year or several years before getting access to

crossing attempts: “New born babies are not accepted on convoys because they are too

weak and they can make a lot of noise, and that is not good when you have to be discrete

to leave the coast” explained an Ivorian woman in Nador. It seems clear that women

might be more prone to ‘getting stuck’ at the border, even if children and gender are often

used by women deliberately to enhance their opportunities for mobility (Stock, 2011). We

see how gender relations influenced the possibilities of mobility in this blockage/passage

context also traversed by race and economic relations. The more money you have, the less

you will be stuck at the border, but being a woman at the border can nullify that logic be-

cause of the sexualisation of the female body. Can this kind of asymmetrical negotiations

between migrant men and women be called “human trafficking”? It must be noticed that

Moroccan and Spanish authorities make use of this rhetoric in order to rebrand their re-

pressive policies at the border. However sexual violence against black migrant women,

but also sometimes against black men or minors at the border, is sometimes committed

by Moroccan forces, as evidenced by interviews with migrants and activists and certain

unpublished reports from NGOs that have preferred to remain anonymous about these

allegations. On the Spanish side, sexual abuse has also been reported on exiled people, as

illustrated by the case of a worker at the temporary residence centre for immigrants

(CETI) in Melilla accused of sexual abuse and harassment by Syrian asylum seekers in

2015.11 Finally, in the same year, members of the Melilla police were accused of sexual

assaults on unaccompanied Moroccan minors.12
Humanitarian policies for the rescue of migrant women? Gendered rationales
in migratory governance
It is interesting to understand what is made visible in the staging of the black female mi-

grant figure as (necessarily) a victim of human trafficking. Taking into account the work

of academics who have already shown how the visibility of women “remains selective, in-

complete and biased” (Morokvasic, 2011), we can see how the Moroccan and Spanish

governments manipulate the issue of human trafficking in order to legitimise their violent

border policies, by using a rationale already used in other securitization contexts. This

categorisation amalgamates a plurality of scenarios and complex personal stories and

depoliticises the violence suffered by these women, it also denies them their agency.
On both sides of the border: instrumentalizing human trafficking

In February 2015, a large-scale security operation was organised in the Nador forest. It

is interesting to specify that it occurred just a few hours after the official closing speech
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of the first exceptional regularisation operation in Morocco, within the framework of

the new migration policy. On February 10th, more than 1200 people were arrested in

the forest of Gourougou, an important site for candidates to Europe, and taken to im-

provised detention sites in various Southern towns, outside all legal frameworks

(CCSM and Tyszler, 2015; Üstübici, 2015). One day later, a statement by the Ministry

of the Interior explained that it had proceeded to: “the release of a number of migrants,

among which women and children, who had been forced to live in the forest by people

smuggling and human trafficking networks”. It warned: “similar operations [would be]

systematically carried out in order to evacuate all the areas squatted by migrants

planning on organising irregular emigration attempts” (Ministry of the Interior press

release of 11 February 2015).

Without denying the existence of human trafficking in Morocco and at the Northern

borders, it is important to notice the semantic shift that has taken place during the past

few years, from “the fight against irregular migration” to “the fight against human traf-

ficking”. Mai (2014) suggests that we must remain critical towards operations that fall

under what he calls “sexual humanitarianism”, which in actual fact operate towards

restricting the mobility of migrant groups that are strategically essentialised and

“othered” as “pure” victims of oppression and sexual exploitation. Looking at the

February 2015 raid, very few women and children were counted among the 1200 people

arrested. More importantly, no actions were taken by the authorities to either identify

or protect potential victims of human trafficking.

On the Spanish side, in Ceuta and Melilla, despite the existence of a protocol to

“detect human trafficking victims”, the protection of migrant women identified as

potential victims of human trafficking seems to exist only as a discourse as no specific

measures are taken.

“The police don’t want to transfer all the women victim of human trafficking to the

peninsula because they fear it will become a pull factor” explains the head of the Melilla

temporary migrant centre in 2015. Yet, according to him “all the Sub-Saharan women

are human trafficking victims, 99%”, and this is repeatedly stated in the press and

reckoned as “modern slavery”.13 This may be part of the border spectacle, “these

various moments and forms of production and of the power-knowledge networks that

constitute the border regime and give rise to their public image.” (De Genova,

Mezzadra, & Pickles, 2015, p. 68). Here, the authorities are producing two racist and

sexist stereotypical figures: the “Sub-Saharan woman-victim of trafficking” versus the

“Sub-Saharan male-trafficker”.

On both sides of the border, the concept of human trafficking when linked to that of

irregular migration, serves to criminalise migratory movements of the black African

and to justify a certain management of the border, even beyond legal boundaries. No

coherence can be found between discourse, law and practice: the said “victims of

human trafficking” at this border receive no real protection in Morocco nor in the en-

claves, nor are they automatically transferred to the Spanish peninsula (Tyszler, 2015).

Recently, the Council of Europe’s Group of Experts against Trafficking in Human Be-

ings expressly urged Spanish authorities to improve identification protocols and assist-

ance to potential victims of trafficking, notably minors, in Ceuta and Melilla (GRETA,

2018). The authorities pretend their policies would be “pro-women’s rights”, they ab-

solve themselves of their responsibility in the violence perpetrated against Black people
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in exile at the border, and notably against women stuck in these spaces surrounded by

impunity.

Dealing with their vulnerabilization: women as daily fighters at the borders

At the borders, “women’s vulnerability” may be considered as a self-fulfilling prophecy

(Merton, 1948), constructed in order to produce compassion, for political purposes.

This concept, used as such, sees black female migrants only as passive victims of their

own migration, naturally weak and already dominated by their black male counterparts,

thus in need of liberation. According to Giorgia Serughetti who worked on the case of

Nigerian women asylum-seekers in Italy, the separation of migrants into categories

such as trafficked/smuggled or forced/voluntary, “derives from the application of rigid

bureaucratic labels to increasingly fluid migratory identities, and from gendered and

neo-colonial stereotypes that inform views of agency and vulnerability” (Serughetti,

2018, p.16). Not only does this paternalistic model invisibilize the sexist and racist ef-

fects of State policies, but it also conceals the agency these women have (Butler, 2016).

“I left on my own with my own money, I am a fighter, no one helped me. Everyone counts

on me. We cope, we don’t have a choice” explained Marlyse, a woman from Cameroon

met on the border with her daughter in 2017. It is important to see the multiple forms

of agency put in place when faced with increased border controls. The fieldwork along-

side women taught me that they react in multiple ways in response to race and gender

assignments that constrain their mobility: by resilience, such as those who accept sex-

ual relations with chairmen to access a zodiac crossing – and here “to give in is not to

consent” as Mathieu (1985) says referring to the material and psychological determi-

nants of women’s dominated consciousness. By the reappropriation of these assign-

ments, such as the women who plan to arrive in the forest while already pregnant. Or

by their circumvention, as some rare women “barrier shockers” have done, having tried

a crossing mode considered masculine; or by some women that try to transcend the ra-

cial line of the border: “when you are light skinned, you can try to walk to the border

disguised as a Moroccan with the veil, and you follow the crowd by praying that you will

not be controlled” explained me a Guinean woman in Nador in 2017. Women perceive

their female bodies as a handicap that will make them suffer doubly throughout their

migration route, but at the same time it can constitute the tools of their survival and

resistance strategy.

The women I met on the border condemn the specific violence that affects them and

the additional efforts they have to make to cope with it. They state that they have to

fight “twice as hard”, as black and women, when faced with the obstacles to their

mobility. Some of them also state having to fight “twice as hard”, also in the sense that

they have to fight for themselves but also for their child born on the way as a result of

a partner-father “gone to find Europe on his own” or after a rape-related pregnancy.

“Women suffer more than men. He is on his own, so it is easier for him to cross. When

I hear you have to climb over the barriers, but how do you do that when you have a

child? It’s more difficult for women, especially when you have a child. On the road

you are always vulnerable (…) Men don’t get raped like that, women always, it’s

unavoidable. (…) Women always suffer, always. We’re a lot braver, we fight for

ourselves and for our child. Men only fight for themselves. You have to fight for two
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people. He should be fighting for three people but he’s decided to fight only for himself.

To this date I still don’t know where he is. So I’m here, with my child, I fight for her, I

fight for myself, It’s not easy but I have no choice. Many women are in this situation.”

Excerpt of an interview with a Congolese woman, Rabat, 2017.

As Butler (2016) shows, any individual who makes a claim to resist different forms of

government takes the risk of being exposed to suffering by engaging their body in the

public space. Thus, black women at the borders can be considered as integral parts of

the resistance taking place against racist and violent migration policies meant to protect

Europe and anchored in the coloniality of power (Quijano, 2000), but also against the

violence coming from the Moroccan side where anti-black racism is rooted in

pre-colonial history (El Hamel, 2012). Moreover, they fight the sexist and sexual vio-

lence reinforced by the securitization of the border but effective from their countries of

origin and at every stage of their journey. Through their very presence at the border,

they mark their will to wrest their freedom of movement.

Conclusion
The intertwined effects of gender, race and border securitization policies are varied and

complex. However, an enduring tendency can be identified on every level – States (dis-

courses, policies), local (law enforcement agencies, civilians), micro-local (within the

migrant population itself ) – to take advantage of certain women’s presence and to con-

trol their mobility and sexuality. It seems clear that the externalisation of EU borders

in Africa worsens the violence perpetrated against women seeking mobility throughout

the migration process because it creates a continuum of spaces where black women

have to resist and/or give in to relations of power of gender, race and class in order to

cross securitized borders. The closing of borders, increasingly further away from actual

European borders, make the migratory routes long and difficult for African women

who could not apply for or obtain a visa. In their search for mobility, these women are

therefore often forced to find a “protector” from the start or during their journey

(Freedman, 2012; Freedman & Jamal, 2008). This leads to an immediate loss of auton-

omy and independence for these women, who have to include a man in their migratory

project in order to hope for some degree of security. Through the fieldwork, it ap-

peared that the number of women who have been raped by soldiers or civilians, on

their journey and during their time stuck on the border, is so significant that one can-

not consider sexual violence as isolated or occasional but rather as systemic in the con-

text of these hindered mobilities. “It is impossible to meet a Sub-Saharan woman who

has travelled to Morocco and who hasn’t suffered from sexual violence on the way or on

the border. The rare women who have not been harmed are isolated cases” explains the

medical agent of an ONG working with migrant women in Morocco. “That’s the price

women have to pay for traveling” normalize many of the migrant women I met to sur-

vive. Behind the dramatic confrontations representative of the “war on migrants” that

take place on the barriers of Ceuta and Melilla, between Spanish/Moroccan soldiers

and black migrant men, a “low intensity”14 war, far less visible, is fought by a larger

spectrum of actors, against black women in search of mobility. Simultaneously to the

racist social order imposed on black people through a violent execution of migratory

governance at the border, a gendered and sexual order seems to be perpetually
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reinstated there, reinforcing the masculine domination continuum. Moreover, it must

be noticed that, in the space of a few years, the issue of controlling migratory move-

ments and securing EU borders has appeared to become an important

military-industrial complex (PorCausa, 2017; Akkerman, 2018), which, like other

military-industrial complexes, tends to reinforce violence against women (Michel,

1985), within a globalized capitalist system. According to Elsa Dorlin, “for some, the

issue of defence does not cease when the moment of defined political mobilisation

comes to an end, but is a continued lived experienced, a phenomenology of violence”

(free translation of Dorlin, 2017, p.17). Far from the figure of the passive victim, black

women on the borders resist and use their ingenuity on a daily basis in order to face

externalised EU border control policies and gender, race and class assignations. They

fight back and persevere in their quest for mobility, in the hope that they too 1 day can

say: “boza”15!

Endnotes
1Gender is the social, historical and hierarchical construct created from the sexes of

women and men. This concept is at the center of a double perspective of demand and

social transformation. Scott, J.W. (2012). De l’utilité du genre, Paris, Fayard.
2We understand the term “race” as a social, historical and political relations of appro-

priation (Guillaumin, 1972). It refers to “a category used for critical analysis to desig-

nate and analyse racialisation processes, that is to say differentiation systems that are

stigmatising or discriminating” Dorlin, E. (Ed.). (2009). Sexe, race, classe. Pour une épis-

témologie de la domination, Paris, Presses universitaires de France (p.15).
3A certain number of people having tried to work on migratory topics have been

evicted from Morocco or prevented from entering. See for instance members of

Amnesty International’s case in 2015: https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2015/06/

12/le-maroc-expulse-des-experts-d-amnesty-international_4653314_3212.html
4The direct repression on the borders of Ceuta and Melilla, by the Guardia civil, in

collaboration with their Moroccan counterparts, violates the European Convention on

Human Rights and the Geneva Convention in so far as they constitute collective depor-

tations. Spain has been condemned for this practice by the European Court of Human

Rights (see: CEDH, 3 octobre 2017, N.D. et N.T. c. Espagne, req. n° 8675/15 et 8697/15)

as well as the UN.
5While not all deaths at the Moroccan -Spanish border have been documented, ex-

amples include the 11 gunshot deaths and hundreds of wounded in 2005 at the borders

of Ceuta and Melilla; the death of a Cameroonian national as a result of violence by

Moroccan soldiers in 2013, which gave rise to “Campaign No. 9” against border vio-

lence; the 15 deaths (at least) in Tarajal (Ceuta) in 2014 due to the use of riot control

equipment by the Guardia civil.
6Ramajo, J. (2015). España, denunciada ante la ONU por discriminación racial en la

frontera con Marruecos., El Diario. https://www.eldiario.es/andalucia/discrminacion-

racial_0_402110096.html
7Despite the greater proportion of violence on migrants from Central and West Africa,

some cases of serious violence have been reported on other nationals: such as the case of

the young Moroccan Hayat, shot dead by the Moroccan Royal Navy in September 2018:

https://ledesk.ma/2018/09/26/

https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2015/06/12/le-maroc-expulse-des-experts-d-amnesty-international_4653314_3212.html
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2015/06/12/le-maroc-expulse-des-experts-d-amnesty-international_4653314_3212.html
https://www.eldiario.es/andalucia/discrminacion-racial_0_402110096.html
https://www.eldiario.es/andalucia/discrminacion-racial_0_402110096.html
https://ledesk.ma/2018/09/26/go-fast-mitraille-par-la-marine-royale-le-deces-dune-jeune-femme-de-22-ans-atteste/
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go-fast-mitraille-par-la-marine-royale-le-deces-dune-jeune-femme-de-22-ans-atteste/. Po-

lice violence against isolated Moroccan minors is also regularly reported in Melilla, see

the report of the collective Harraga published in 2016 (online).
8In this context, the “chairman” or “thiaman” appoints a camp leader in the sur-

rounding forests of the enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla, where candidates for border

crossing are gathered. They are the ones who draw up the lists of people who board

each “convoy” that will go to sea. Chairmen are often “former migrants” who tried the

passage themselves. They often end up doing it again, when the business goes bad or

when they are tired and want to go to Europe.
9The price of crossing by zodiac varies depending on the terms and the destination

(enclaves or peninsula). The price of crossing hidden in a vehicle to enter an enclave

can be double/triple that of a zodiac crossing, as it is less risky and takes less time.

Attempting to cross through the barriers is “free” in financial terms.
10Women who have higher economic capital can attempt to cross by hiding in

vehicles.
11See: https://www.elmundo.es/sociedad/2016/02/24/56cde18122601daf4d8b469a.html
12See: https://elpais.com/politica/2015/10/20/actualidad/1445333188_241964.html
13See for instance the article of May 2018 untitled “More than 90% of migrant

women arriving in Ceuta come under a trafficking network”: https://www.ceutaactuali

dad.com/articulo/inmigracion/mas-90-mujeres-migrantes-llegan-ceuta-vienen-red-trata/

20180527103618066208.html
14The concept of low intensity war associated to violence against women have been

used by feminists as Rita L. Segato, notably in South America notably to analyse femini-

cides. The french sociologist Jules Falquet also uses it in her work on violence against

women in times of war and peace, in the context of neoliberal globalisation.
15“Boza” is the expression used by central and West African migrants attempting to

reach Europe when they manage to cross the border. The term is thought to come

from Wolof or Bambara according to different explanations.
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